Evidence code weights (ECw [0,1]) are used to give different relative values to source GO terms annotations of different ∈ evidence, i.e., GO term annotations with experimental evidences are highly weighted while GO term annotations with noncurated or electronic evidences are penalized. The default evidence code weighting schema (Table 4) has been defined in collaboration with the Gene Ontology consortium (and can be changed by the user).
For each candidate GO term g s j G ∈ S , an annotation score AS is computed as:
The first term of this formula accounts for the similarity between hit and query sequences weighted by the evidence of the source annotation. The second term considers the number of children terms of a given candidate term. This second term, referred as 'abstraction term', will have a positive contribution to AS when the candidate GO term has at least 2 children terms in G S and the GOw factor is different from 0. The abstraction term gives the possibility to increase the annotation score of a candidate GO term when annotation evidence is present at more specific terms. The GOw controls the magnitude of this increase.
Given a annotation threshold t, the transferable annotation set T S for sequence s is obtained as the subset of G S that satisfy the condition AS(g s j) > t . As T S might contain terms with parent-child relationships, only most specific (tip) terms of T S are actually assigned as the annotation set of s.
This annotation scheme results in 3 adjustable annotation parameters:
• t (annotation score threshold):
Allows to adjust the annotation process in terms of stringency.
Value used in Simap2GO: 70 • GOw (gene ontology weight):
Allows to adjust the annotation process in terms of specificity. Value used in Simap2GO: 5 • ECw (evidence code weight):
Allows to adjust the level of reliability of the source annotations. Value used in Simap2GO: Only manual curated annotations (ECw = 1) Microarray annotations: see Table 4 .
Worked annotation rule example:
Given a sequence (s1) we obtained 3 BLAST hits (h 1 1 , h 1 2 and h 1 3) with the corresponding sequence similarities (at the protein level blasting with blastx against the NCBI non-redundant protein database) (h 
Evaluation of off-branch annotations:
We evaluated the "other-branch" annotation of 20 random sequences which are present in both, the B2GFAR repository and the GO database. We analysed novel annotations added by Blast2GO and which lie in differed branches than the already existing ones. Detailed results are shown in Table 5 .
Tables and Figures:
Figure 1: A screen capture of the Salmonella typhi B2G-FAR web page. 
